Roles of glial glutamate transporters in shaping EPSCs at the climbing fiber-Purkinje cell synapses.
Glial glutamate transporters, GLAST and GLT-1, are co-localized in processes of Bergmann glia (BG) wrapping excitatory synapses on Purkinje cells (PCs). Although GLAST is expressed six-fold more abundantly than GLT-1, no change is detected in the kinetics of climbing fiber (CF)-mediated excitatory postsynaptic currents (CF-EPSCs) in PCs in GLAST(-/-) mice compared to the wild-type mice (WT). Here we aimed to clarify the mechanism(s) underlying this unexpected finding using a selective GLT-1 blocker, dihydrokainate (DHK), and a novel antagonist of glial glutamate transporter, (2S,3S)-3-[3-(4-methoxybenzoylamino)benzyloxy]aspartate (PMB-TBOA). In the presence of cyclothiazide (CTZ), which attenuates the desensitization of AMPA receptors, DHK prolonged the decay time constant (tau(w)) of CF-EPSCs in WT, indicating that GLT-1 plays a partial role in the removal of glutamate. The application of 100 nM PMB-TBOA, which inhibited CF-mediated transporter currents in BG by approximately 80%, caused no change in tau(w) in WT in the absence of CTZ, whereas it prolonged tau(w) in the presence of CTZ. This prolonged value of tau(w) was similar to that in GLAST(-/-) mice in the presence of CTZ. These results indicate that glial glutamate transporters can apparently retain the fast decay kinetics of CF-EPSCs if a small proportion ( approximately 20%) of functional transporters is preserved.